Trinkets

FADE IN
EXT. HOUSE - DAY
A YOUNG MAN is walking towards a house. He digs in to his
POCKET and gets his KEYS out. He stops at the looks up the
windows and down at the door. He takes a deep breath,
unlocks the door and walks in.
INT. HOUSE - DAY
He takes off shoes, jacket, and walks to the stairs leading
up to the second floor; proceeds to talk up the stairs.
He walks into room with only carpet, closet and windows.
INT. ROOM - DAY
It is completely empty, only a closet is revealed in the
room, with a few windows to the side.
The you man walks into the room. He is dressed very nice, he
looks like he just got out of school. He stops in the middle
of the room and just looks around.
He looks at the door frame from where he entered and he sees
HIMSELF walk in; he continues and walks right to closet. He
opens it, gets a BOX from the top shelf.
The you man stars at it for a moment walks over to the wall
puts his back towards it and sits down. He places the box on
the floor and opens it.
The young man who is just watching himself is just standing
there and watching.
HIMSELF: Pulls out something from his pocket and outs in the
box. Closes the lid, gets up, walks over the the closet and
put the box on shelf then disappears.
The young man see the closet is open and looks around. He
walks over the closet and takes the box from the top of the
closet. He walks over to the wall sits down in front, and
places the box on the floor he opens it very slow and sees
all the THINGS that is in the box.
He each one one by one slowly.
Note

2.

INT. LIBRARY - NIGHT
The YOUNG MAN and his GIRLFRIEND sitting in the library
doing there home work. The girlfriend’s PHONE vibrates. She
puts her PENCIL down and gets up from out her SEAT. Picks up
the phone and walks off; answering the phone. The young man
goes over reaches into his BAG pulls out a NOTE folds it up
and puts it in her purse.
INT. ROOM - DAY
The YOUNG MAN is sitting in on the floor with the box in
front of him holding the note in his hand. He holds it for a
good minute then puts it down beside him. He then picks up a
TEDDY BEAR from out the box and looks at it and smiles.
INT. ROOM - NIGHT
The GIRLFRIEND is sitting on the bed with her eyes closed
smiling. The BOYFRIEND is standing up just smiling with a
TEDDY BEAR behind his back. She is looking around, her legs
are crossed, she points a finger out waves it left, right
left. She opens her eyes, her hand still point out. He pulls
out from the left side is the teddy bear, he puts it to his
face and she smiles.
JESSIE
I love it.
INT. ROOM - DAY
The YOUNG MAN is sitting in on the floor with the BOX in
front of him holding the BEAR. He puts the bear down and
looks over at the box. He is staring at the box. He slowly
reaches in and slowly pulls out a NECKLACE.
EXT. STORE - NIGHT
The GIRLFRIEND and BOYFRIEND are arguing in front of a local
convenient store. After a few moments of argument she say.
JESSIE
You never listen.
She takes off the NECKLACE and throws it at him. It hits the
ground, he picks it up, then looks up, she is gone. He is
standing their alone looking down at the necklace.

